UNIT 1: EARTH FORCES

EARTH FORCES
If you think this planet we live
on is a safe, solid lump of rock
– it’s time to think again!

Unit 1: What are the Zones of the Earth?

UNIT 1: EARTH FORCES

EARTH FORCES
Having investigated processes which form and shape landscapes. I can explain their
impact on selected landscapes in Scotland, Europe and beyond. MNU 3-01a

Benchmarks
• Identifies the processes which form landscapes across the world.
• Provides a simple explanation of at least three processes involved in the development
of any chosen landscape, for example, coasts, volcanic, rivers or glaciated.

• Reviews at least two simple graphical sources to interpret information and form a
conclusion, for example, a map and a graph.

Molten Earth starting to cool

What’s coming up?
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Earth was created under so much heat and pressure that
it formed as a molten (liquid) planet. As it orbited the sun, it
gradually began to cool and stabilise. It was during this time
that the outer zone of the Earth – the crust – formed around the
planet, rather like skin forming on a bowl of custard or porridge as
it starts to cool. Although the crust may feel thick and solid under
our feet, when compared to the overall size of the Earth, it is as
thin as the skin on an apple and as fragile as the shell on an egg.

What are the zones of the Earth?
Finding out about the Earth’s crust.
What is Pangea and what are the causes of continental drift?
Getting to know all things volcanic.
Why do we have Earth shattering earthquakes?
What causes terrifying tsunamis?

To make things worse, the crust is also broken up into large pieces
known as plates. The boundaries of these are the Earth’s danger
lines where volcanoes, earthquakes and tsunamis regularly occur.

WHAT ARE THE ZONES OF THE EARTH?
We tend to think of our planet as being a lump of solid
rock. However, if we were to take a bite out of the
Earth and had a look inside (see Diagram 1), we would
see that it is actually made up of different parts.

The Crust

Notice how thin the shell
on this egg is!

The Outer Core

TEACHING NOTES
Find some active and fun ways to learn more about the
zones of the Earth, as well as templates for use with diagram
drawing video clips to aid your students’ understanding at www.
brightredbooks.net
If we were to imagine that we were going on a journey to the centre
of the Earth, we would actually pass through four separate zones. The
outer zone is the thinnest and is known as the crust. It is made of solid
material. Below the crust is the thickest zone known as the mantle which
is molten (liquid rock called magma). In the centre of the Earth is the core
which has two parts. The outer core – believed to also be molten – and the
inner core, which is thought to be solid and probably made of dense, heavy iron.
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The Mantle

The Inner Core
Molten Earth starting to cool
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In addition, these plates
are constantly on the move
jostling, bashing into each
other or ripping apart to
open up chasms leading
to the mantle below. It is
this movement that has
ultimately caused vast loss
of human life on our planet
over the centuries.
Image of earthquake damage on
a plate boundary in Haiti 2010

Classroom challenge
1. Make your own diagram of the Zones of
the Earth in your jotter. To do this either
trace or sketch the diagram above,
or print a template from the Digital
Zone. Colour it in carefully and add the
following labels: Crust, Mantle, Outer
Core and Inner Core.
2. Which two zones of the Earth are made
of solid material?
3. Which two zones of the Earth
are molten?
4. Use the words in the box below to copy and
complete the following sentences:

FINDING OUT ABOUT THE EARTH’S CRUST
So far, we have discovered that our planet is
not a solid lump of rock, but is made up of
four distinct zones. These zones get hotter
and hotter as you travel towards the centre
of the planet, with the mantle being on
average around 3000ºC. However, the inner
core reaches a whopping 5,500ºC! Humans
would vaporise before they could remotely get
anywhere near temperatures such as these!

The inner core with
temperatures of 5,500°C

So what we now need to find out is what
actually causes the plates to move and
therefore start to understand the causes of
volcanoes, earthquakes and tsunamis.
Scientists believe that planet Earth is around
4,550 million years old. You can perhaps
appreciate how old this is when you consider
that modern humans made their first appearance on Earth
only 200,000 years ago. So in fact, humans have been
around for a mere 0.004% of the planet’s history. This fact
makes it difficult for us to understand and imagine what
Earth was like in the millions of years before we existed.

Use the teaching notes at www.
brightredbooks.net for more on the Earth’s
crust and a great link to resources on
the Earth’s timeline.

Use Diagram 1 found at www.
brightredbooks.net to help you.

EARTHQUAKE PLATES VOLCANO PLATE BOUNDARIES MANTLE CRUST
Thin skin around the Earth that formed when it cooled is called the ________.
A dangerous mountain that can kill people when it erupts is a _________________
A shaking of the land that makes buildings collapse is an __________________
The layer of molten rock below the crust is the ________________
The large sections of the Earth’s crust are called ___________
The edges of plates where many people have been killed over the centuries are called
____________ _____________________.
5. Explain how the Earth’s crust formed.
6. How many other words can you make out of the phrase – ZONES OF THE EARTH?
For example: TEN, HEAT.....
SKILLS GAINED
Creating, writing, reading, problem solving, listening, thinking, following instructions
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What Earth would have looked like 4,550 million years ago

When the Earth was in its early, molten stage we have already heard that the crust
formed on the surface of the planet as it started to cool down. The crust itself though
can be split into two types – the continental crust and the oceanic crust. As their names
suggest, continental crust formed where the great continents are, whilst oceanic crust is
found under the oceans.
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WHAT IS PANGEA AND WHAT ARE THE
CAUSES OF CONTINENTAL DRIFT?

Classroom challenge

The Earth’s crust is a very complicated zone as it is rather like a giant jigsaw puzzle. As
we have already learned, it is broken up into pieces called plates.
We have also learned that these plates do not
sit still. They are constantly on the move.

1. Find out more about the Earth’s crust by sketching, tracing or using the template
from the Digital Zone of the diagram above. Annotate it by adding the following
labels beside the correct arrows.
Continental Crust up to 70km
thick under mountains. Formed
from heavier materials and over
3500 million years old.
Rock type - Granite

Oceanic Crust 6km thick.
Formed from lighter materials
and less than 200 million
years old.
Rock type - Basalt0

The study of plates and their movements is
known as plate tectonics. This comes from
the Greek word for building. This theory helps
to explain how, about 250 million years ago,
the continents of the world were all joined
together to form one mega land mass called
Pangea. So, believe it or not, the land masses
we see on a map of the world today were once
joined together. It seems that the plates our
continents lie on have drifted apart to take up
their present positions (and are still moving).
This is known as continental drift. This idea
or theory was first thought of by a German
scientist called Alfred Wegener in 1912.

Pangea

How the Earth would have looked
250 million years ago.

2. Now colour your diagram following these instructions:
OCEAN = BLUE
OCEANIC CRUST = GREEN

Where present-day countries
would have been located on
Pangea ars ago.

CONTINENTAL CRUST = BROWN
MANTLE = RED
3. Copy and complete the following paragraph in your workbook choosing the correct
words. You will need to look carefully at the diagram you just completed for help.

The continental crust is formed from heavier/lighter materials
whilst the oceanic crust is made of heavier/lighter materials. The
oceanic crust is 6km/70km thick which is much thinner than
the continental crust which is 6km/70km thick. The oldest is the
continental/oceanic crust at 200 million/3500 million years old. The
main rock type making up the continental crust is granite/basalt
but the main rock making up the oceanic crust is granite/basalt.
SKILLS GAINED
Creating, writing, problem solving, listening, thinking, reading, following instructions
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In the days of Pangea
you could walk from
the U.S.A to Africa
without ever having to
cross an ocean!

DON’T FORGET
Continental drift is
happening at around
the same speed as
your nails take to grow.

This is where
the U.K. was

Notice that India
appears to be
attached to Africa

Look at how South
America is fitting
snuggly into the
side of Africa

Why are Antarctica
and Australia here?
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However, this all seems very far-fetched! How do we know that the continents once fitted
together? Well scientists seem to have the answer to this.
Map 1 on page 9 shows that the shape of the continents of today actually fit neatly
together like a jigsaw. Even more convincing though is the fact that when they are fitted
together, the same types of fossils also slot neatly together.

Download the template maps
of South America and Africa
from the Digital Zone.

6. You have been asked to stand up and tell your class 5 things you have learned about
plate tectonics and the zones of the Earth. What five things would you list?
SKILLS GAINED
Creating, writing, problem solving, listening, thinking, following instructions

Evidence for Pangea

Classroom challenge
Hmmmm! How can I

1. Describe what Pangea is?
convince them??
2. How long ago did Pangea exist?
3. The word tectonics comes from Greek. What does
it mean?
4. Imagine you are Alfred Wegener. Write down two pieces
of evidence that he might have used to convince his
friends that the continents were once joined together.
5. Collect template maps of South America and Africa
from the Digital Zone. Cut them out and fit them
together like a jigsaw. Glue them in this position into
your workbook. Using the diagram below, add the
evidence that they were once joined together onto your
maps. Colour them in neatly.
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